Kuwaiti Cabinet names Sheikh Khalid Al Sabah new Amir

The Kuwaiti Cabinet announced yesterday the passing of His Highness the Amir of the State of Kuwait, Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah.

With great sadness and sorrow, the Amir al-Din saw in a statement reported by Kuwait News Agency (Kuna) the state expressed condolences and condolences to the people of Kuwait, Arab, Islamic countries, and the world, paying respect to the soul of the deceased.

His Highness the Amir al-Din expressed his heartfelt sympathy and condolences to his Excellency, President Donald Trump, and the people of the United States on the death of his Excellency, His Highness the Amir of Kuwait, after the passing of the late Amir H H Sheikh Sabah in what the White House said was the first time the honour has been given since 1951. United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres praised the Amir as “an extraordinary symbol of wisdom and generosity, a messenger of peace, a bridge builder.”

Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah was a great leader characterised by wisdom, moderation, and long-term vision. The late Amir dedicated his life to serve his country and his ummah, called for dialogue, solidarity and unity among Arab countries to defend their just causes.

His Highness added that the late Amir Al-Din was a prominent national and international leader, a symbol of wisdom and generosity, a messenger of peace and security, a bridge builder, and one of the region’s liveliest personalities.

With great sadness and sorrow, we have received the news of the demise of Sheikh Sabah, the Amir of Kuwait, who was a father figure to everyone in whose passing away, the world has lost a beacon of humanity and its symbol. On behalf of the Qatari people, and from myself, we extend our condolences to the Amir of Kuwait H H Sheikh Nawaf, and the brotherhood Kuwaiti people, as well as for this great loss. We belong to Allah and to Him we shall return.
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Qatar mourns death of Kuwait Amir
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Against the backdrop of the Iran-Iraq war, which threatened the stability and development of the entire region in the 1980s of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) — a bloc of six, booming hydrocarbons-rich Arab states that was designed to boost members’ clout.

Sheikh Sabah won the UN’s “exemplary humanitarian leadership” prize in 2014 for his work and for helping big donor meets Then-Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon praised his “outstanding generosity towards Syrians and Iraqis in need.”

He returned to the diplomatic breach in 2017 amid the near-breakup of the GCC, when Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and others cut ties with Iran and imposed a blockade on Qatar. Sheikh Sabah repeatedly tried to break to the end of the crisis, shuttling across the region and visiting US President Donald Trump at the White House — but he passed away before reaping the fruits of his mediation.

Sheikh Sabah to solve the crisis were praise for mediation efforts led by H H Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Sabah at Al Sabah. May Allah have mercy on you and forgive you, and make you rest in paradise. We bear witness to Allah that we have not seen anything in you except what was good for the Arab world. Secure condolences from Qatar to government and people of sisterly Kuwait and to the Arab and Islamic nations.

Khalid Al-Arify

With great sorrow, we mourn the loss of Ummah, the Moroccan Brotherhood and the Arab world, led by Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, and we extend our deepest condolences to our brothers in Kuwait, the government and people, and to the honorable Al Sabah family.

Mohammed Al-Atrash

The Gulf is distressed by the demise of the wise leader of the Gulf, Amir of the State of Kuwait H H Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah. May Allah have mercy on you and forgive you, and make you rest in paradise. We bear witness to Allah that we have not seen anything in you except what was good for the Arab world. Secure condolences from Qatar to government and people of sisterly Kuwait and to the Arab and Islamic nations.

Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah. May Allah have mercy on you and forgive you, and make you rest in paradise. We bear witness to Allah that we have not seen anything in you except what was good for the Arab world. Secure condolences from Qatar to government and people of sisterly Kuwait and to the Arab and Islamic nations.

Amir holds phone calls with leaders of Azerbaijan, Armenia

Amir sends condolences to Amir of Kuwait

Amir sends condolences to Amir of Kuwait
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Amir, H H Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani held yesterday a telephone conversation with President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, H E Ilham Aliyev, during which they reviewed the bilateral relations between the two countries.

They also discussed the imminent taking place between the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Republic of Armenia. In this regard, H H the Amir called for calm and for resolving the dispute between the two countries through dialogue and diplomatic means in order to preserve the interests of the two countries and the two peoples.

H H the Amir also held a phone conversation with President of the Republic of Armenia, H E Arsen Sarkissian yesterday. During the phone call, if H H and E H E the Armenian President reviewed the bilateral relations between the two countries. They also discussed the tension taking place between the Republic of Armenia and the Republic of Azerbaijan. In this regard, H H the Amir called for calm and for resolving the dispute between the two countries through dialogue and diplomatic means in order to preserve the interests of the two countries and the two peoples.

We offer condolences to the brotherly Kuwait, the Gulf and Arab people on the passing away of the Amir of humanity, Amir of the State of Kuwait, H H Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah. We belong to God and to Him we shall return.

Sachin Kumar

The role of the late Amir of the State of Kuwait, H H Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah in finding solution to the Gulf crisis, triggered due to illegal blockade of Qatar, will always be remembered.

Widely known as a peace-maker, H H Sheikh Sabah always advocated for diplomacy to iron out the differences. Whenever tensions flared, the role of his diplomacy played crucial role in calming the nerves and using the prowess.

In his pursuit to find a solution to the crisis, he held multiple meetings with global leaders including meeting with US President Donald Trump.

After the illegal siege was imposed on Qatar, Sheikh Sabah repeatedly tried to break the deadlock. But the crisis persisted due to the GCC’s failure to find a consensus. The Gulf crisis, triggered due to the blockade of Qatar, will always be remembered.
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Immediate Requirement

Senior Quality-ISO Officer for Its Head Office
- Age: 30-40 years old
- Education: Graduation or Industrial Engineer
- Certifications: Must have International Quality/ISO certifications
- Experience: 05-10 years’ Experience as Quality Assurance developer
- Skills: Certified Business Continuity Management System
- Certified Risk Management
- Certified Information System Risk
- Lead Implementer in Corporate Social Responsibility
- English Level: Level 1 (Outstanding)
- Visa Transferable and can join immediately
- Required Nationalities: Filipinos
- Salary Package: Attractive Salary with Company Car and other Statutory Benefits
- Location: Company Head Office

Access Control Security Officer
- Gender: Male/Female
- Age: 30-50 years old
- Education: Secondary School Certificate
- Skills and English Level: Conflict Resolutions Training and Level 2 English
- Computer: Good Computer Skills
- Visa Transferable
- Experience: 06 years in a security company (Airport, Hospital, Mall, Hotels)
- Policy: Military Experience: 03 years must be in operations and 03 years in Security
- Salary Package: QAR 3,800 salary + Free Food + Free accommodation & free transportation
- Duty hours: 8 hours in a day and 06 days in a week
- Applicant height not less than 5.6 feet

Health Response Team
- Gender: Male/Female
- Age: 28-35 years old
- Education: High Secondary School
- English Level: Level 2 (can speak, read and write)
- Skills and Training: Stress Management and Conflict Resolution Training is required
- Visa Transferable
- Experience: 06 years in a security company (Airport, Hospital, Mall, Hotels)
- Policy: Military Experience: 03 years must be in operations and 03 years in Security services
- Salary Package: QAR 8,500, salary + Food + accommodation + transportation
- Duty hours: 8 hours in a day and 05 days in a week

Response Team Supervisor
- Gender: Male/Female
- Age: 32-55 years old
- Education: College Diploma or University Degree
- English Level: Level 2 (can speak, read and write)
- Skills and Trainings: Conflict Resolution, Crowd Management, Stress Management Training Required
- Visa Transferable
- Experience: 08 years with a security company Must have experience in Hospital security services
- Policy: Military Experience: 08 years with at least warrant officer and command & control experience, Team Leader, Unit Commander, and Dealing with high risk incidents
- Salary Package: QAR 13,000, salary + Food + accommodation + transportation
- Duty hours: 8 hours in a day and 05 days in a week

CCTV OPERATOR
- Gender: Male/Female
- Age: 24-30 years old
- Education: High School or above
- English Level: Level 2 (can speak, read and write)
- Computer: Good Computer Skills
- Visa Transferable
- Experience: 01 year experience in a well-known Security company or in same capacity
- Salary Package: QAR 1,850 + free food + accommodation + transportation
- Duty hours: 8 hours in a day and 06 days in a week

CCTV SUPERVISOR
- Gender: Male/Female
- Age: 32-55 years old
- Education: Diploma or College Degree
- English Level: Level 2 (can speak, read and write)
- Skills: Good Computer Skills with CCTV Training Certificates
- Visa Transferable
- Experience: 06 years in a security company (Airport, Hospital, Mall, Hotels)
- Police: Military Experience: 03 years must be in operations and 03 years in Security with 01 year as supervisor
- Salary Package: QAR 3,000, salary + free food + accommodation + transportation
- Duty hours: 8 hours in a day and 06 days in a week

CCTV Response Team Officer
- Gender: Male/Female
- Age: 28-45 years old
- Education: High School or College Degree
- English Level: Level 2 (can speak, read and write)
- Skills: Good Computer Skills with CCTV Training Certificates
- Visa Transferable
- Experience: 06 years in a security company (Airport, Hospital, Mall, Hotels)
- Police: Military Experience: 03 years must be in high risk reaction unit operations and 03 years in Security operations
- Salary Package: QAR 4,500, salary + free food + accommodation + transportation
- Duty hours: 8 hours in a day and 06 days in a week

CCTV Response Team Supervisor
- Gender: Male/Female
- Age: 32-55 years old
- Education: Diploma or University Degree
- English Level: Level 2 (can speak, read and write)
- Skills and Trainings: Conflict Regulation and other Management Trainings
- Visa Transferable
- Experience: 08 years in a security company
- Police: Military Experience: 05 years must be in high risk reaction unit operations and 10 years in Security operations.
- Salary Package: QAR 6,000, salary + free food + accommodation + transportation
- Duty hours: 8 hours in a day and 06 days in a week

Interested Applicants please call 33498335 or please send your CV with subject to given Email: qatar.hiring7@gmail.com
Sheikh Sabah lauded as peacemaker, statesman

Qatar signs contribution agreement with UNOCT

Qatar holds a wise reformer, the Arabs lost a seasoned leader, and humanity lost a compassionate father with unforgettable contributions

Kuwait Cabinet names Sheikh Nawaf Al Ahmad Al Sabah new Amir

Qatar flag at half mast

Qatar calls for political solution, national reconciliation in Yemen

MINISTRY OF MINISTRY OF ENVIROMENT

The Minister said...
We extend
Our sincere condolences to

The brotherly people of Kuwait

On the sad demise of

His Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
Amir of the State of Kuwait

Asking the Almighty Allah
to provide him with
His immense mercy and make
his abode in His spacious gardens

Dr. Khalid bin Thani bin Abdullah Al Thani,
Chairman of the Board,
Members of the board, CEO
&
Editor-in-chief
and all staff of

The Peninsula
Qatar takes part in global symposium of IAEA

The symposium sheds light on the areas and contents of assistance that the Incident and Emergency Centre can provide to raise awareness of the centre’s role and work methods, as well as to define information, education and communication activities within the framework of the technical cooperation program and the procedures that must be followed to start these activities.

The symposium was attended by workers in the competent authorities that have responsibilities in preparing and responding to nuclear and radiological emergencies at various levels, including regulatory authorities, emergency support institutions, workers in international organizations and nuclear and radiological specialists in the relevant institutions.

It is worth mentioning that the newly-established Incident and Emergency Centre in Qatar is in 2023 in response to the increased number of nuclear and radiological accidents as well as associated with a growing concern over nuclear and radiological materials.

Qatar University's College of Engineering (QUC) has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Etihad Steel Factory to collaborate in research, consultancy and knowledge transfer.

The MoU, signed by QUC Dean Dr. Khalid Kamal Naji and Etihad Steel Factory President, Jamal Al Hajri in the virtual meeting, aims to make the partnership part of the integration process of Qatar's 2030 vision, which is in line with Kahramaa’s 2030 vision, which aims to make the per- formance of its employees, assets, systems and processes a global standard in terms of the technical and administrative work, and the application of the highest international standards in quality control and laboratory equipment.

The laboratory obtained through efforts made by specialists of quality control personnel using the latest technologies and scientific equipment according to internationally accepted principles and standards, as well as for the laboratory’s scientific results, which are for the benefit of the scientific community and application of water quality standards in the laboratory.

Kahramaa’s Water Quality Laboratory obtained the new standard, in terms of the nature of technical and administrative work, and the application of the highest international standards in quality control and laboratory equipment.

HEC Paris announces launch of Alumni Qatar Chapter

HEC Paris has announced the launch of the HEC Alumni Qatar Chapter event.

Award-winning scholar and start-up expert Hamad Albari Al Qadi (EMBA 2017) was appointed as the President of the College of Engineering, Dr. Naji said. The event was opened by a presentation of initiatives and strategic projects, including Ambassador of France in Qatar, Franck Gille, and Director of HEC Paris in Qatar, Muhammad Al Qadi, who said that the event was opened by a platform of an alumni network. The common themes of this international network and Qatar closely tied are, and the French Embassy is happy to support the launch of the initiative.

Meanwhile, Dr. Martin de Ruyter, Associate Dean of HEC Paris, said the program is proud of our alumni. They take pride in providing 20 years of experience in creating value, artificial intelligence and application of our strengths. Our Qatar campus, which is the only campus in the country, is a unique place. We truly deserve this platform to showcase their performance, technical innovation, environmental sustainability and social responsibility in the electricity and water sectors.

Kahramaa is committed to prove some of the highest quality in accordance with the international standards and policies for the benefit of its employees, assets, systems and processes, which is a global standard in terms of the technical and administrative work, and the application of the highest international standards in quality control and laboratory equipment.

HEC Paris Alumni Qatar Chapter is an unofficial chapter of HEC Paris Alumni groups throughout their career, it offers tailor-made services. The special edition e-book of HEC Paris Alumni Qatar Chapter was officially announced by the President of Al Qadi at the event.

The contributors to the e-book include several former Alumni of HEC Paris, which will contribute to the understanding of HEC Paris Alumni Qatar Chapter.

HEC Paris Alumni Qatar Chapter is a forum for students to participate in various programs throughout their careers in HEC Paris, which will contribute to the understanding of the students. All alumni from HEC Paris are honorary members of the association of alumni and the campus in Qatar, and they are allowed to participate in various programs that are organized by the campus in Qatar.

The e-book was officially announced by Dr. Martin de Ruyter, who said it is proud of our alumni. They take pride in providing 20 years of experience in creating value, artificial intelligence and application of our strengths. Our Qatar campus, which is the only campus in the country, is a unique place. We truly deserve this platform to showcase their performance, technical innovation, environmental sustainability and social responsibility in the electricity and water sectors.
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QNL’s Heritage Library curates series of online events for October

President of Slovak Republic receives credentials of Ambassador of Qatar

Qatar National Library’s Heritage Library has created a special programme of online events for October, showcasing its collection that reflects the history of Qatar and its treasures along with the Heritage Library’s digital and virtual collection and its masterworks, which offer insight into the treasures left by travellers and explorers.

The series is a great opportunity to discover the unique Emiri Diwan, the meeting of East and West, and the story of Qatar and its heritage.

The series is a great opportunity to demonstrate how to differentiate between paper and digital resources, and that the following link: https://www.qfl.net/qnl-ar/. The objectives of the award are to appreciate, honor and address the scientifically distinguished people of the State of Qatar for their scientific research. The objectives of the award are to appreciate, honor and address the scientifically distinguished people of the State of Qatar for their scientific research. The objectives of the award are to appreciate, honor and address the scientifically distinguished people of the State of Qatar for their scientific research.
A beacon of peace fades

It was with profound grief and sadness that the world heard about the sad demise of a great leader, visionary, seasoned diplomat and above all a rare beacon of peace and harmony, Kuwait’s Amir H H Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, yesterday.

On hearing the news, Qatar’s Amir H H Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, in a speech to the United Nations Security Council on Monday, described the late Amir, who positioned himself as a mediator in the Gulf crisis, as a great leader who was always vouched for dialogue and unity among Arab countries.

The Arab world can never forget the tireless efforts exerted by Kuwait’s Amir to achieve peace and stability wherever possible. Diplomacy is not just a pursuit of peace in one country but in other states also, because of their interdependence.

The late Amir also played an active role in world affairs. The United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres on Monday described him as a great leader who was always vouched for dialogue and unity among Arab countries. The Arab world can never forget the tireless efforts exerted by Kuwait’s Amir to achieve peace and stability wherever possible.

The world is shocked and saddened at the news of the death of the late Amir, who was a true statesman and a great leader. His contribution to the Gulf crisis is the only cause which he fought for till his last breath.

We will forever remember him.

Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah was a great Kuwaiti Amir with great sorrow and sadness, said Qatar’s Amir H H Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani in a speech to the United Nations Security Council on Monday, describing the late Amir as a great leader who was always vouched for dialogue and unity among Arab countries.

He bin Hamad Al Thani, in a speech to the United Nations Security Council on Monday, described the late Amir, who positioned himself as a mediator in the Gulf crisis, as a great leader who was always vouched for dialogue and unity among Arab countries.

The world is shocked and saddened at the news of the death of the late Amir. The United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres on Monday described him as a great leader who was always vouched for dialogue and unity among Arab countries.
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The death of HH Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah brought an outpouring of grief from leaders around the world, including the US President Donald Trump and Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sheikh Nawaf Al Ahmad Al Sabah. Among the hundreds of leaders, one of the most poignant tributes came from His Highness Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, the former Prime Minister of Kuwait, who led the country for three decades after the Gulf War. His Highness was remembered as a seasoned diplomat and a rare ruler who “devoted his life to peace and brotherhood.”

Tunisia’s President Kais Saied has been in power for less than a year, but his recent announcement that the country would follow on the path of power, many expressed hope that the former law professor and human rights defender would move the nation forward. President Saied announced a nationwide 40-day mourning period to mourn the loss of a great brother and leader with a big heart.

In Iraq, Kuwait’s Prime Minister Sheikh Nawaf Al Ahmad Al Sabah confirmed his visit to Iraq as part of the measures to support the country’s proud heritage and history. Sheikh Nawaf lauded how HH Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, the Ruler of Kuwait, and described him as a great humanitarian and close friend of Iraq. Despite being deeply saddened by the death of His Highness Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, the State of Kuwait, and the State of the Kuwaiti people.

Kuwait, including the US and Britain. The diplomat navigated regional feuds and conflicts, including between Qatar and other Arab states that contributed to the ongoing tension in the world, and helped to navigate the human rights and humanitarian aid in times of crisis. She was known for her strong leadership, especially in her role as the head of the Kuwaiti Red Crescent.

A recent murder revived international attention to the issue of capital punishment. Tunisia’s President Kais Saied has backed capital punishment amid uproar over woman’s murder. The President has faced criticism from human rights groups and some in the país’s political opposition, but his stance on the issue has remained consistent.

An additional 700,000 children in Syria face hunger because of the ongoing conflict and the economic crisis. The country’s badly damaged infrastructure and displaced half the country’s children in Syria are now battling an unprecedented number of infections for people found that 20% of children in Syria currently suffer from developmental delay, including stunting or chronic malnutrition. The numbers of cases are believed to have crossed the 450,000 mark. The government conducts about 300 free tests each day for people showing symptoms.
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Amnesty India said it had laid off its staff and suspended all its ongoing campaigns and research work on human rights, and that Indian authorities froze its bank accounts on suspicion of violating rules on foreign funding.

It said in a statement that the authorities’ actions were “the latest in a pattern of witch hunts by human rights organisations by the government of India,” and that the group’s fundraising was being portrayed as money laundering because “fundraising was being portrayed as money laundering because ‘fundraising was being portrayed as money laundering because human rights violations in Delhi” and that the group’s fundraising was being portrayed as money laundering because “human rights violations in Delhi.”

The authorities froze the accounts of Amnesty India and its local partners, saying they had violated “the provisions of the Foreign Exchange Management Act.” The freeze has “imposed an unprecedented financial burden on Amnesty India,” the statement said.

The authorities also targeted its operations in other parts of the country, including in Kashmir and other regions, saying they had violated “the provisions of the Foreign Exchange Management Act.” Amnesty has challenged the “government’s characterization of its activities” and said the freeze was an attempt to “intimidate the organization and its staff.”

Amnesty said the freeze was “arbitrary and illegal” and that it was considering legal action to challenge the freeze.

Amnesty has long been targeted by the authorities in India, which has increasingly cracked down on civil society groups and human rights activists in recent years. The group has been criticized for its role in promoting anti-government protests and for its criticism of the government’s handling of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The move comes as India is experiencing a surge in COVID-19 cases, with the daily number of infections reaching a record high last week. The government has been accused of failing to adequately prepare for the pandemic and of putting political considerations over public health.

Amnesty said it had not yet been able to verify the accuracy of the information provided by the authorities, but that it was “alarmed” by the freeze and was considering legal action to challenge it.

The organization called on the Indian government to immediately release the funds frozen from its bank accounts and to ensure that it is able to continue its work, including in Kashmir, where it has been operating for more than a decade.

The organization also called on the international community to press the Indian government to end its attacks on civil society and human rights defenders, and to support the work of human rights organizations in the country.

Amnesty has a long history of working in India, and has been involved in a range of issues, including human rights abuses in Kashmir, police violence, and the treatment of migrant workers.

The organization has been particularly critical of the Indian government’s handling of the COVID-19 pandemic, and has called for more transparency and accountability in the response to the crisis.

Amnesty said it was “alarmed” by the freeze and was considering legal action to challenge it, and called on the Indian government to immediately release the funds frozen from its bank accounts and to ensure that it is able to continue its work.

It also called on the international community to press the Indian government to end its attacks on civil society and human rights defenders, and to support the work of human rights organizations in the country.
Roadside bomb kills 14 civilians in Afghanistan

A PAKISTAN

At least 14 civilians, including women and children, were killed on Friday when a roadside bomb in central Afghanistan, officials said, in a continuous despite peacetime talks between Kabul and the Taliban.

Seven children and two men died when a roadside bomb exploded in an explosive device in the town of Dand district, said a local government spokesman.

The children were also wounded and were being treated at a hospital in Dand.

No group has claimed responsibility for the blast which occurred at a key moment of negotiations between the two sides in the Taliban.

Five killed in bid to recycle mortar shell in Pakistan

A PAKISTAN

Five people were killed and two others wounded yesterday when a worker at a scrap metal shop tried to recycle an old mortar shell but it exploded as he tampered with it, officials said.

"Deliberate attacks" targeting of Afghan border were wounding more than 800 civilians and 160 officials from the first half of 2020, according to US Special Envoy Zalmay Khalilzad.

The violence comes as Taliban and Afghan government negotiators are meeting in Doha, Qatar, to try to find a way to end the nearly 19-year-old war.

China objects to Ladakh status, Indian border activities

A BANGALORE

Labour activists, parliamentarians and other dissidents have been attacked in recent days for exposures alleging illegal cooperation between police and their own authorities.

China has been a strong critic of the Taliban for the blast. Arian said in a statement.

China is due to meet India this week for the third round of talks on the multi-billion dollar border dispute.

There is no information about the number of entries and which countries have been critical of the Taliban.

According to the hotel, Barnes had only himself to blame for the incident, and the tale spread by posting allegedly false information online.

Thailand has kept coronavirus infections low with just 3,335 cases and 59 deaths, but it has imposed a ban on foreign tourists and is expected to contract 5.5 percent this year.

Thailand to slowly restart tourism

A BEIJING

Thailand will receive its first foreign vacationers at a time from China next week, marking the gradual resumption of a vast tourism sector battered by coronavirus curbs, a senior official said Friday.

Nationalism permitted to serve us from countries deemed low risk by the government, which will keep tabs on them.

Tourists need health insurance and must test negative for the virus 72 hours before traveling and will be tested twice on arrival.

Thailand’s tourism sector can proceed on a second phase of reopening, government spokesperson Trinoodh Thanaprayit Chancha-ocha told reporters.

The government predicts it will bring 6 million foreign visitors this year after a record 39.8 million in 2019, when spending made up 4 percent of GDP, or 1.1 trillion baht.

Thailand is among the few countries around the world to have not reported a single case of infection since the outbreak started last year.

Barnes’ version is broadly similar to what media, he said the hotel has lost business from that was partially disengaged with Chinese-run. For the first time in 45 years, there have been reduced to the past, the hotel industry has said, as violence killed yesterday by a roadside bomb.

With Pakistan's powerful army as one region, the Taliban is the most serious concern for the entire world.

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Lijian Zhao has been a strong critic of the Taliban.

The blast happened in a village in Nowshera, a district of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, after the shopkeeper tried to fire a mortar as he tampered with it, officials said.

China yesterday called on local government to investigate the case and hold an accountable for the blast.

"We do not want a terrorist footprint in our country or to allow any entity to pose a threat to any other nation," Abdullah said yesterday.

"We call on all sides to agree to any other nation," Abdullah said yesterday. "We have a common interest in peaceful coexistence and prosperity."
**European Commission Meeting in Strasbourg**

The European Parliament is set to convene this month in Strasbourg, where politicians will discuss a range of issues, including the recovery plan after the COVID-19 pandemic. The meeting is expected to be marked by a tense atmosphere, with some lawmakers calling for a more inclusive and democratic European Union.

**UPDATE**

- **France**
  - The French government has announced plans to extend COVID-19 restrictions for an additional month, with health authorities warning that the situation remains critical.
  - The health minister, Olivier Veran, has said that the country is facing a "second wave" of infections.
- **Italy**
  - Italy has recorded a slight increase in COVID-19 cases, with the government warning that the situation remains delicate.
  - The prime minister, Mario Draghi, has called for continued adherence to health protocols to prevent a resurgence of the virus.
- **Spain**
  - Spain has reported a significant drop in COVID-19 cases, with the government attributing the decline to improved vaccination rates and continued adherence to health measures.
  - The health minister, Carolina Darias, has said that the country is now in a "safe zone" and is moving towards a gradual lifting of restrictions.

**Global Developments**

- **UK**
  - The government has announced plans to relax COVID-19 restrictions, with the aim of allowing people to return to more normal lives.
  - The health minister, Sajid Javid, has said that the vaccine rollout has been a "game-changer" and that the country is now in a "strong position" to open up.

**Economic Data**

- **EU**
  - The EU economy has shown signs of recovery, with GDP growth expected for the first time since the start of the pandemic.
  - The European Commission has forecasted a growth rate of 4.2% for the EU in 2021.

**Politics and Security**

- **UK**
  - There are concerns about the potential for a new surge of COVID-19 cases as restrictions are lifted.
  - The government is monitoring the situation closely and is prepared to enact further measures if necessary.
- **EU**
  - The EU has announced plans to impose sanctions on countries that do not adhere to the bloc's COVID-19 guidelines.
  - The European Commission has also called for greater coordination and solidarity among member states in the fight against the virus.

**Healthcare**

- **UK**
  - The government has announced plans to expand its vaccination program, with the aim of vaccinating all adults by the end of July.
  - Public health officials are urging people to continue to get vaccinated to protect themselves and others.
- **EU**
  - The EU has reached an agreement with vaccine manufacturers to ensure a more equitable distribution of vaccines across member states.
  - The European Commission has also announced plans to increase its vaccine production capacity.

**Conclusions**

The European Parliament meeting in Strasbourg is expected to be a pivotal moment in the bloc's response to the COVID-19 pandemic. With the recovery of the economy and the health situation still uncertain, politicians will need to strike a balance between reopening the economy and maintaining health protocols to prevent a new surge of infections. The meeting is also expected to provide updates on the EU's vaccine rollout and the ongoing discussions on the future of the EU.

---

**Clarifications**

- The French government has announced plans to extend COVID-19 restrictions for an additional month, with health authorities warning that the situation remains critical.
- Italy has recorded a slight increase in COVID-19 cases, with the government warning that the situation remains delicate.
- Spain has reported a significant drop in COVID-19 cases, with the government attributing the decline to improved vaccination rates and continued adherence to health measures.
- The EU economy has shown signs of recovery, with GDP growth expected for the first time since the start of the pandemic.
- The EU has announced plans to impose sanctions on countries that do not adhere to the bloc's COVID-19 guidelines.
- The UK government has announced plans to relax COVID-19 restrictions, with the aim of allowing people to return to more normal lives.
- The EU has reached an agreement with vaccine manufacturers to ensure a more equitable distribution of vaccines across member states.
- The European Commission has also announced plans to increase its vaccine production capacity.

**End of Report**

---

**Further Reading**

- European Commission: https://www.europa.eu/
- OECD: https://www.oecd.org/
- World Bank: https://www.worldbank.org/
- IMF: https://www.imf.org/

---
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Belarus opposition leader Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya (left) during a meeting with French President Emmanuel Macron in Vilnius, Lithuania, yesterday.

Belarusian authorities have announced they would try to keep operating. TUT.BY. Its staff said they would be ready to accept mass evacuations of Belarusians. But, while authorities have said they would try to keep operating, it is unclear whether they have the capacity to do so. Assistant Secretary Hugo López-Gatell, Mexico’s national health institute, added that the work they were doing was not an official figure.
Biden releases tax returns and urges Trump to do so

REUTERS - WASHINGTON

Biden’s taxes showed that he and his wife Jill paid more than $346,000 in federal income taxes and other payments for 2019 and an amount of nearly $985,000 before seeking a refund of nearly $47,000; they said they had overpaid the government.

The tax returns for Biden’s running mate, Senator Kamala Harris, were also released. Harris and her husband, lawyer Doug Emhoff, reported federal income taxes of $53,148, according to the tax returns released on Tuesday. Doug Emhoff’s income was listed at $81,650.

Health workers protest in Lima

Health workers protest outside the Peruvian Ministry of Health demanding personal protective equipment to handle the new coronavirus cases, in Lima, yesterday.

Rio Grande volunteers choose short-term successor to John Lewis

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — Seven candidates were facing off in_nb_ primary elections today to become the short-term successor to Democratic congressman John Lewis in Georgia.

Many of the candidates are seeking to replace Lewis for only a short time, as a federal judge said last week in a lawsuit filed by the president that Lewis may not run for reelection to Congress.

New York City police face new charges, racial tension

New York's state attorney general has accused the police of racial profiling and other misconduct.

US intelligence reports warn of extremist threat around election

Flynn’s defense counsel, Sidney Powell, said he could not comment on Trump’s lawsuit because he did not know if he had brought it to the president’s attention. Powell’s lawyer, David Mildenberg, said he could not comment on it because he did not know if it was filed with the court.

Trump’s top officials and those close to him have repeatedly蟲 been criticized for their actions in the wake of the protests and racial justice demonstrations.

Trump said he would be ready to defend himself on his own and take the lead in the upcoming elections.

Trump’s aides have repeatedly said that Trump’s tax returns are private and that he will not release them.

Trump’s attorneys have been arguing that Trump’s tax returns are privileged and that he cannot be inspected.

Trump’s team has repeatedly cast doubt on the accuracy of the returns.

The tax returns for Trump’s running mate, Senator Marco Rubio, were also released.

In addition, Trump’s personal attorney, Rudy Giuliani, has repeatedly said that Trump’s tax returns are private and that he cannot be inspected.

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on Monday that he would not release Trump’s tax returns.

Pompeo said that the US government could not release Trump’s tax returns without the approval of the US Congress.

The US constitution grants Congress the power to investigate the president’s taxes and other financial matters.
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The US constitution grants Congress the power to investigate the president’s taxes and other financial matters.

Pompeo said that the US government could not release Trump’s tax returns without the approval of the US Congress.

The US constitution grants Congress the power to investigate the president’s taxes and other financial matters.
Responders and emergency managers confirmed on the morning of Friday 23rd that they have successfully tested the world’s first jet paramedic vehicle, which is designed to speed up emergency response times.

The vehicle, a specially modified helicopter, was flown to a simulated casualty site in the UK as part of a 25-minute response time test. The video of the simulated rescue shows Browning, wearing a helmet and goggles, handing a jet-pack-style device to a mock patient while powered by a jet-pack-style device. Browning’s response was crucial as it speeded up the rescue effort.

The test was a joint venture between the British government and private industry, with the aim of improving emergency response times in rural areas. The vehicle uses advanced technology, including a unique jet-pack-style device, to enable faster and safer rescues.

The test was deemed a success, with Browning describing it as “a great start” in the ongoing effort to improve emergency response times.

Amazon envisions new palm reading technology

Amazon has introduced new biometric technology in a pair of Seattle stores and some other test sites, including stadiums and offices. The new tech relies on Amazon’s Campas Airport in Washin...